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A recently proposed stopping rule for choosing the best of three coins is represented as the 
first exit time from a certain polygonal region by a two-dimensional random walk. A diffusion 
approximation to the expected value of this exit time is developed, using techniques of conformal 
mapping. An algebraic method for calculating the exact value of this expectation is also described. 
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Introduction 
In a recent paper [5] Levin and Robbins proposed two simple rules for choosing 
the best of several coins. According to the l&t, k coins are tossed in sequence 
repeatedly until one of the coins has accumulated a more heads than any of the 
others, where a is a preassigned integer; this coin is then declared to be the best. 
The second is an obvious modification of the first, in which laggards are eliminated: 
as soon as any coin falls a heads behind the leader, it is dropped from the 
competition. For the first rule Levin and Robbins derived an elegant system of 
inequalities for the selection probabilities, and conjectured that the same inequalities 
hold for the second rule; they also stated that ‘approximate formulas for the expected 
total number of tosses.. . are hard to come by for k > 2’. 
The purpose of this note is to suggest two methods for calculating the expected 
total number of tosses in the special case where k = 3 and all the coins have the 
same success parameter p. When k = 3, this is the most interesting case: indeed in 
all the others crude but reasonably effective approximations (for large a) may be 
obtained by way of familiar arguments involving the Law of Large Numbers and 
the Doeblin-Anscombe Central Limit Theorem. (In fact, Levin and Robbins gave 
a heuristic derivation of one such approximation). The case of equal success 
parameters leads to a peculiar but solvable potential-theoretic problem, which 
apparently has not been discussed before. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 the connection between the 
stopping rules mentioned above and a two-dimensional random walk is developed. 
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In Section 2 simple diffusion approximations to the expected number of tosses for 
the two rules are derived. Finally, in Section 3 an algebraic method of reducing the 
problem of computing the expected number of tosses for the first rule to a system 
of linear equations is explained. 
1. A random walk on the hexagonal lattice 
Let {Xi’: n = 1,2,. . . ; i = 1,2,3} be a system of independent Bernoulli random 
variables: 
P,{X’,” = 1) = 1 - P{x!:’ = O} = p = 1 - q. 
The first rule is based on the stopping time 
7, = min{ NY’, IV’,,“, NY’}, 
where 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Nj:‘=min{nau: i Xk’Z i X;‘+aVj#f}. (1.3) 
,n = I In=, 
We may reformulate the problem so as to make 7u a first passage time for a 
two-dimensional random walk, as follows. Let 
YCI)=X’l’_X”’ 
n ,I n > 
y!,2’ = ‘y’,” _ X(3’ 
n > 
S’,‘)= i y’,;,, Sy’= i y?‘, 
m-, m=l 
A,={(x,_v)ER’: (x~a and x+yau) or (yaa and XG-a) 
( 1.4) 
or (JIG--a and x+y~-a)} 
ThenT,=min{n: S,=(S’,1’, S’,“) E A,}. The stopping region A, is depicted in Figure 
I ; the distribution of the increments is as follows. 
P,( Y,, = (0, 0)) = /.I1 + q3, Pp{ yn = (-O,O)l= P24, 
!“I yn = (0, 1)) = P24, ~,1yn=(Lw=Pq*, 
Pp{ y” = (0, - 1)) = m*, 
Pp{y,=(-l, l)J=Pq2, P,{Y,=(l,-l)}=p2q. (1.5) 
By subjecting the plane to the linear transformation U with matrix 
+/: 0 
[ I $ 1 ’ 
the distribution of the increments and the stopping region can be made invariant 
with respect to rotations through 120” and 240”, and reflection through the y-axis. 
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Thus, let 
?n = vu,, j;, = ?, +. ..+?,, and B,=U.A,. 
The random vectors ?,, have covariance matrix $pqZ, where Z is the identity matrix; 
consequently it is more convenient to work with the random walk g,, in obtaining 
diffusion approximations. The stopping region B, is shown in Figure 1; the distribu- 
tion of the increments is 
P,{ Pn = (0, O)} = p3’ q3, 
p,{ k = (0, 1)) = P24, ~/A~ri=w1)~=Pq2, 
P,{ qn = ($J3, i)} = pq2, P,{ Fn = (fJ3, - $)} = p2q, 
PP{ Fn = (-gJ7, -$} = p2q, P,{ Fn = (- fJ3, ;,> = pq2. (1.7) 
FIG. I 
The second rule calls for elimination of any coin which falls a heads behind the 
leader. Let (i,j, k) be any permutation of (I, 2,3), and let 
(1.8) 
The experiment will terminate at time na “) whenever Mu = My’. The random variable 
of interest here, however, is not the time of termination, but the total number of 
tosses; thus it will be convenient to deal with the time of first elimination M, and 
the residual time pO = C;‘=, (7:’ - Mb”) l{ M, = Mb”} separately. 
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Let 
R,={(x,y)~a8*: ]x/~a, or ]y(>a, or ]x+y(~a} and Qa= UR,. 
(1.9) 
Then M, = min{ n : S, E R,} = min{ n : 5, E Qo}. The stopping regions R, and Qa are 
the exteriors of hexagons. 
After the first elimination only two coins are left, and consequently the residual 
time q,, is nothing more than the time of first exit from an interval for a one- 
dimensional random walk. Since the increments of this walk take values in the set 
{-l,O, l}, it is possible to compute EP[p,]9M,,] exactly, using Wald’s Identity (cf. 
also Feller 12, Chapter XIV]). Thus 
E, p,]M, = Mb’); 
[ 
T (X;‘-x’,k’)=x 
I 
=(a*-x’)/pq. (1.10) 
m-l 
Consequently the problem of computing E,p, is reduced to a problem of computing 
the expectation of a function of the hitting place s,,,: 
E,P, = (a’- -&d,&~>)‘)lm 
where 
d,((x, Y)) = min{dist((x, Y), (0, -a)), 
dist((x, Y), (J3 a/2, a/2)), dist((x, Y), (-43 a/2, a/2))]. 
(1.11) 
2. Diffusion approximations 
(‘I Let W,=( W, , W”‘) be a standard Wiener process in R2, with W, = (0, 0), and let , 
T=inf{t>O: W,EB,}, T*=inf{t>O: W,cQ,}. (2.1) 
Theorem 1. As a + 00, 
EPro--aa” ET. fi(pq)-‘, 
E,,M, - a2 ’ ET* . $(pq)-‘, 
and 
E,,p,--a*. (I- E(d,( WP))*) . (pq)-‘. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
This follows from Donsker’s Theorem and a uniform integrability argument which 
we have relegated to the end of this section. 
Explicit formulas for ET and ET* may be obtained from a general theorem 
concerning first passage times for the two-dimensional Wiener process. Let R be a 
simply connected domain in R*, w E R, TR = inf{t > 0: W, t? R}, and let E w denote 
the measure under which W,,= w. Assume that 8R is a simple closed curve. 
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Theorem 2. Iff: {z: (zl < 1) + R IS a conformal map of the unit disk onto R, such that 
f(0) = w, then 
E”T, = 
J 
T /.f(eie)-w12 d0/4T. 
-77 
(2.5) 
Moreover, if g : aR + @ is any continuous function on the boundary aR of R, then 
J 
77 
E"g(W,,)= __df(e'")) do/2n. (2.6) 
Remarks. This must have been known to Levy, but I have been unable to find any 
reference to it. The exfstence of a conformal mapping satisfying the conditions of 
the theorem follows from the Riemann Mapping Theorem; furthermore, f admits 
a continuous extension to {z: Iz( 6 1). 
Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a correspondingly simple analogue of 
(2.5) for the Wiener process with drift. Such an analogue would be useful, since it 
would afford a simple approximation to the expected value of the Levin-Robbins 
stopping time in the case of ‘contiguous alternatives’ pi = p + c,a-“2. 
Proof. According to Levy’s theorem on the conformal invariance of the two- 
dimensional Wiener process (cf. Davis [l]), if WT is a standard Wiener process in 
C with Wg = 0, then f( W:) is again a standard Wiener process with initial point 
w = f(O), run according to a new clock. Specifically, if 
7 = inf{t: ( WTI = l}, 
,A7 
a(t) = 
J 
b-Y W:)l’ ds, /3(t) = inf{s: a(s) 2 t 17 a(7)}, 
0 
W,=f(W,*,,,) and T,=inf{t: W,$R}, (2.7) 
then W, is a standard Wiener process in @ with initial point W, = w and absorption 
at the boundary 8R. Clearly the time change has no effect on the hitting place, i.e., 
WTR =f( I+?). (2.8) 
Since WT is uniformly distributed on the unit circle, (2.6) follows immediately from 
(2.8). 
The relation (2.5) for E”T, follows from (2.6) and the Wald identity 2E”T, = 
E ‘” WgR - w)‘, using g(z) = Iz - w12. 0 
It will, undoubtedly, have already occurred to the reader that the function 
h(w) e E “TR is a solution of the Poisson equation Ah = 1 having boundary values 
0. Thus the representation (2.5) might also be obtained without reference to Levy’s 
Theorem, using more classical methods; the approach taken here, however, is more 
direct. 
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Conformal mappings of the unit disk onto the regions C\B, and @\Q, are provided 
by the Schwarz-Christoffel formula (cf. Nehari [5, Chapter 5, Section 61). They are 
f’( 2) = c-’ - (l-5’)‘” 
0 (I+?) 
d<, where c = 
’ 
(2.9) 
for the region C\B,, and 
(ch- I)-“‘d[, where b = -i (~~-1)~ “3 ds, (2.10) 
for the region @\Q,. To evaluate ET and ET* one may either use a direct numerical 
integration procedure, or appeal to the Riesz-Fischer-Plancherel Theorem, accord- 
ing to which I]F(l, = I( fillI. Thus 
7 
ET= OTT IJ‘(e’“)l’d~/2~ =i l.hnN*, 
and 
a, 
= c-7; &(n+ I)‘, (2.11) 
with 
a,=h,,-b,+b2-...+(-)‘b, 
b, = (3”n!) -‘( 1 . 2 . 5 . . . (3n -4)), 
while 
E-T”= n (g(eiR)12dO/2a=~ li(n)12=lbl~2f I~,l’/(n+ I)*, 
Ti 
with 
p,=(3”n!)-‘(l.4...(3n-2)). (2.12) 
Proof of Theorem 1. We must show that the random variables ra/a2, M,/a’, and 
pa/a2 are uniformly integrable as a+~. Let v, = min{n: ]g’,“\ = a}. Then using 
standard one-dimensional random walk techniques it may be shown that for some 
A > 0 the sequence {E, eAy~~‘a2; a = 1,2,. . } is bounded (actually Ep e”“o can be 
calculated explicitly, as in Feller [2, Chapter XIV]). It follows easily from this that 
for some A > 0 the sequence 
{ max 
(r,y)-lrjia 
Ep?“ e*“Ja’; a = I, 2, . . ) 
is bounded, where Ej;‘.“’ denotes the probability measure under which the initial 
point s”, = (x, y). 
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Choose (Y < 1 large enough that for any initial point (x, y) & B,, (xl< a, 
PF”‘{ V, < rO} 5 Ly (2.13) 
(it is not difficult to show that such an LY exists); and choose A > 0 small enough that 
sup max EF” e*uJo2< l/(y. LIzI (~-.Y):lxl~-a 
(2.14) 
By defining an appropriate sequence of auxiliary stopping times in the obvious way, 
and exploiting the symmetry of the problem with respect to rotation through 120”, 
it may easily be shown that 
+ a2 ;a: (E;x.” ehu<,/a’)2+. . . } 
c CEr-” eh”~~‘a’ for all a 2 1. (2.15) 
Thus for sufficiently small h > 0, the variables e*~~‘“* are uniformly integrable. 
The uniform integrability of the sequences {A&/a’} and {p,/a2} is quite easy to 
establish, and we omit it. 0 
3. An algebraic method 
The diffusion approximation might be expected to work rather poorly when a is 
small. There is, however, an algebraic method for computing Epra exactly which 
may be feasible for small a. 
Let Ep,’ denote the expectation operator for the probability measure under 
which the initial point S, = (x, y) (here (x, JJ) E Z2n ((Z2\A,) u dA,), and define 
cp(x, y) = Epba. (3.1) 
We are, of course, really only interested in ~(0, 0) ; the function cp(x, y) is useful 
insofar as it satisfies the difference equation 
cp(-U+(l-P3-q3) 
-t-P2q(cp(x+l,Y-l)+cp(x,Y+l)+cp(x-l,Y)) 
v(x, Y) E UL, (3.2) 
with boundary conditions 
'p(x,y)=O V(x,y)~ZnaA,. (3.3) 
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Notice also that cp is invariant with respect to the symmetries of the problem: i.e., 
P(x~Y)=cp(-y,-x)=cp(-x-y,x)=cp(y,-x-y)=~(-x,x+y) 
= dxfy, -y); (3.4) 
these identities correspond to the different possible relabellings of the coins. 
Proposition 1. The function cp(x, y) de$ned by (3.1) is the unique bounded solution 
of the boundary value problem (3.2)-(3.3). Moreover, ifp,(x, y) is any other solution, 
then 
lirn sup 1% lcp*(x, Y)l> o. 
X~+bLa, (x2+y2)‘/2 (3.5) 
Proof. That cp is in fact a solution follows directly from the Markov property of S,. 
That cp is bounded is easy to establish; in fact it is easily shown that 
&p(x,y)=(a’-x2)(pq)-’ Vx,-a<x<a; 
Jj&cF(x,y)=(a*-y2)(pq)Y’ VY,-a<y<a; 
and 
?lir~cp(u,v-~)=(a’-v’)(pq)-’ Vu,-a<u<a. 
Suppose ‘p* is another solution of the BVP (3.2)-(3.3); then !F = ‘p* - cp is a 
solution of the homogeneous difference equation 
F(x,y).(l-p’-q3) 
=pq2(~(x+1,y)+ly(x,y-l)+~(x-l,y+l)) (3.6) 
+P2q(~yr(x+1,y-1)+~(x,y+l)+~‘(x-l,y)), 
with boundary conditions 
~(x,y)=O, (x, y ) E Z2 n aA,. (3.7) 
Thus q(.%,,,,) . IS a martingale for each of the measures Pj;““(x, y) E Z2\A,. Now it 
is impossible for cp to be bounded, since (3.7) implies that lim,,, F(S,,,U) = 0 a.s. 
Suppose (x,, y,,) is a point of .??*\A, for which F(x,, yO) # 0, and assume (without 
loss of generality) that ly(x,,, yO) > 0. Recall that, for some h > 0, 
jg5l.Y”) e*T‘, <a 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 1) ; consequently, as n + a, 
Pj;‘o~‘o’{ 7, > n} = O(e-““). 
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Furthermore P~+){ISn -(x0, y,,)l > n} = 0, since the random walk proceeds by steps 
of length 1. But 
=s max 2 ,,z~n Id% Ywb”o,yo’~~~ ’ nl, 
(x,Y):((x-x,)2+(Y-Y”) ) 
and (3.5) clearly follows. 0 
Define generating functions @(q, 0), P,(q), and ?P2( 0) by 
@(% 6) = I; y 44% Ybxf-(x+y), 
>a 
--a<x+yca 
p,(T)= f dx+a-1,-X)$, 
a-2 
q*(e)= c d-%0)@, 
,X=0 x=0 
polynomials P, - P3 by 
P,(q, e)=(i-p3--3)77e-p2q(~2+te*+e)-p~2(e*+772e+~7), 
fw~, e) = b92~+~hm20+ r19, 
p,h e)=[t((l-P3-43)77e-pq277-p*q7)e2)-pq2e2-PZqei 
and polynomials Q, r by 
cI(~, e) = vea+‘{ga-‘(e-a+’ - e”>/[(i - v)(l -e)] 
+(I -bdfv-‘~ir~~ -(de))(1 -e)l 
-(e”(i-7)a-‘)/[(i-7))(i-e)]-(e-ea-’)/[2(i-e)l 
-((~ie)-(7?ie)“-‘)ir2(1 -we>m 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
m, e)=77e~+‘{~(0,0)[~p92((e/77)+e-‘)-(1-P3-~3)+p2~7)-‘i 
+cp(~,-~)~2P2q+~0(~,0)~2P~* 
+cp(~-2,0).p2q(e”-‘+(77/e)a-‘)/2-cp(a-i,0) 
x[(1)pq2(e”-2+(~/e)“-2 
+p2q(7)-1ea-l + qa-2e-(a-l))] 
+c+Y(u- 1, -i)ps2(e”-‘+(~/e)“-‘) 
+~(a, -i)p*s(e~-‘+(77/e)~-‘)}. (3.10) 
The difference equation (3.2) together with the boundary conditions (3.3) and the 
symmetry relations (3.5) lead to the following functions equation: 
@(v, e)pl(77, e)= WI)WL e)+ ~~~~(~)p,(77,~) 
+ @%(7ie)p,(7, (77/e))+Q(77, e)+r(77, 6) (3.11) 
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The derivation of (3.11) is straightforward, but extremely tedious, being mainly an 
exercise in keeping track of boundary terms. We omit the details, on the grounds 
that they would only obscure the essential simplicity of the method. 
The next proposition states that the unknowns cp(x, y) are determined by the zero 
set 
Z={(T, 0): In/< I and P,(n, 0)-O}. (3.12) 
Let cp*(x, y) be any complex-valued function on the integer lattice Z’, and define 
c+(v)= f (P*(x+--,x)~‘, 
” -2 
C(~)= c cF*(x,O)~‘, 
r;=” \ =o 
and r*(v, 0) by analogy with r(n, 0) (cf. (3.10): notice that q? and r* are 
polynomials and hence entire functions). 
Proposition 2. Ij” F:‘( 7) is analytic in {I VI< I}, and if 
u’::(77)P2(77, e)+e”we)P,(% e)+e”~uT(7)le)P,(g,(77/e)); 
+a% ~)+~*(T, O)=O 
for every (7, 0) E Z, then 
q, = q;, q’z=pT and l-=1’“. 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Proof. If Vy is analytic in {In/ < l} and if (3.14) holds, then it follows from the 
Weierstrass Preparation Theorem (cf. Hormander [3, Chapter 61) that 
+Q(% 0)+1’*(77, O)]lP,(% 0) (3.16) 
is defined and analytic in ((7, 0): 171~ I}. Equating coefficients in the power series 
representation now shows that the coefficients of @* satisfy the boundary value 
problem (3.2)-(3.3) (this is again a rather tedious chore which requires keeping 
careful track of the boundary coefficients). But it is impossible for the coefficients 
to also satisfy the growth condition (3.5), because (3.5) would force @* to have 
singularities in ((77, 0): In\< 1). It therefore follows from Proposition 1 that @ = @*, 
@, = @T, etc. 0 
By Proposition 2 it is enough to fmd @T, @f, and I’* satisfying (3.14) on Z. 
Notice that @z and I’* involve only a finite number of the unknown coefficients 
(a t-3, to be precise), while @T involves an infinite number; but notice also that 
@T is a function only ofn. For each n,j~) < 1, there are two solutions of P, (7, 0) = 0, 
which will be denoted by 0,(n) and 13,( 7) (actually 0,(n) = 0,(n) may occur at a 
finite number of values 7, corresponding to branch points of P,). 
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Theorem 3. The unknowns q(O, 0), q~(l,O), . . , cp(a - l,O), q~(l- l), cp(a - 1, -l), 
and cp(a, - 1) are uniquely determined by the system of linear equations 
{tA(TYY@T(% &(rl))P,(T, R(T))+ G(7), (r1/4(rl)))P3(% (rll~,(77)))1 
+ a713 f%(77))+r*(% ~,(77))~lNrl, e,(T)) 
= ~~2b7~ar~Th fewh7, h(d) 
+ WS, wkweh h/~2(d)l 
+ Qh wa+~*h, ~zwv~2h m)), ITI< 1. (3.17) 
Thus to compute the unknowns it suffices to find points 7,. . . . , ?a13 of the unit 
disc which make the system (3.17) nonsingular. 
Proof. If coefficients cp.+(x, y) have the property that the associated polynomials c?; 
and r* satisfy (3.17) for all r] E {Ivl< l}, then @t( 7) may be defined by either side 
of (3.17), and a:‘, @f, and r* will satisfy (3.14) for every (7, 0) E Z. 0 
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